ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 29

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
One of the most important elements of the T-34’s superiority was its operational
range – the distance the tank could cover from one refuelling to the next.

T

he operational range depended on the capacity
of the T-34’s fuel tanks and its fuel consumption.
For tanks that came into service between 1940-1943,
the power reserve on metalled roads was 300km,
and on rough ground 220-250km, while fuel consumption
per 100km was 160 litres and 200 litres, respectively.
Early T-34 tanks had six internal fuel tanks with a total
capacity of 460 litres and four external on-board rectangular
tanks with a general capacity of 134 litres. By the end of the
summer of 1943, the number of fuel tanks grew to eight,
and their capacity increased to 545 litres. In place of the four
on-board tanks, two large rectangular-shaped feed tanks
were itted, and from 1943, this changed to two cylindrical

tanks with a capacity of 90 litres on each side. The exterior
fuel tanks were not connected to the motor feed system.
In terms of power reserve and fuel consumption, the T-34
was notably superior to its opponents. For example, the
capacity of the three fuel tanks of the German Pz. IV medium
tank was 420 litres, with fuel consumption per 100km when
driving on metalled roads 330 litres; of-road, 500 litres. Its
power reserve on the highway did not exceed 210km, and
of-road 130km, and it was only with the last modiication (J)
that it reached the level of the T-34. However, this
modiication required the installation of yet another petrol
tank with a capacity of 189 litres, thereby eliminating the
power unit for the turret rotation motor drive.

The T-34-85 had two
permanent external
cylindrical fuel tanks with
a capacity of 90 litres each,
mounted on the right side
of the hull. There is a
similar tank on the port
side for oil.
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029A
BP

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

029A

External fuel tank 2 upper half

1

029B

External fuel tank 2 lower half

1

029C

Cradle

1

BP

1.7 × 4mm screw

6 + 2*

3

Fit the assembled fuel tank to the two sockets at the
centre right of the upper hull (012A), ensuring that
the filler cap and handle are at the top. Fix with two
BP screws from inside the upper hull.

* includes spares

029C

BP
BP

029B

1

Fit the cradle (029C) to the lower half of the external
fuel tank 2 (029B), ensuring that the two screw posts
fit into the recesses in the horizontal channel. Fix from
inside with two BP screws.

012A
029A

029B
BP

BP

029C

029B

2

Fit the upper half of the external fuel tank 2 (029A) over
the lower half (029B), ensuring that the filler cap is at the
top, closest to the cradle handle. Fix with two BP screws
through the back.

BP

029A

2

BP

4

This is how the upper hull looks
when the external fuel tank 2 has
been fitted.
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STEP 30

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The T-34-85 tank was modified to improve visibility, with a range of
high-quality observation devices that made a substantial difference to the tanks’
operational effectiveness.

T

he real breakthrough in visibility came when
the T-34-85 were equipped with three MK-4
periscopic rotating observation devices. Those for
the gunner and the loader were located in the turret
roof, while the tank commander’s device was itted in the
roof of his cupola’s hatch. The MK-4 device allowed detection
of objects on the ground at a distance of 1000-1200 metres.
The MK-4 was copied in the spring of 1943 from the British
Mk IV device, installed on British tanks that came to the USSR

under the American Lend Lease scheme. The irst British
tanks arrived in the USSR in the late autumn of 1941,
while the observation devices on the T-34 were subjected
to harsh criticism from as early as 1940, a time when all
accounts of the trials of these British tanks noted the high
quality and convenience of these observation devices.
Accounts of the trials always contained a list of features that
it would be a good idea to borrow from “the foreigners”,
and the MK IV was generally irst on the list.

Considered the best
observation device of the
WW2 period, it is surprising
that the British MK IV device
was not adapted and fitted
into the T-34 until 1943.
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030A
030B

BM

HM

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

030A

Tree saw

1

030B

Track spud (ice cleat)

3

BM

1.7 × 4mm screw

6 + 2*

HM

2.0 × 4mm screw

2 + 1*
* includes spares

1

Fit the tree saw (030A) into the two recessed holes in the
front left side of the upper hull (012A), behind the horn.
Ensure that the handles of the saw are at the top. Fix with
two HM screws from beneath the hull.

HM

HM

3

This is how the upper hull
looks when this stage is
completed.

012A

030A

2

Lay the three track spuds (030B)
over the pairs of fixing holes on the
right side of the upper hull (012A),
ensuring that the teeth are uppermost and
on the inside. Fix each track spud with two
BM screws from above.

BM

BM BM

BM

BM

BM

012A
030B

2

3
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STEP 31

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
Among the weak points of the T-34, communications – or rather, their lack – was
a serious issue. Very few tanks were fitted with radio sets, despite the belief that
radio communication was standard.

O

f the 832 T-34 tanks operating in the border military
districts as of 1st July 1941, only 221 were itted with
radio sets; a model known as the 71–TK-3, which was
unreliable and complicated to tune.
Time did not improve matters. From January to July 1942,
the Stalingrad Tractor Factory shipped 2140 T-34 tanks to
the army, of which 360 (around 17 per cent) had radio sets.
It was a similar situation at other factories.
For the Soviet tanks with no radios, the
commander of a subdivision had
to clamber out of his upper
hatch and wave lags,

in the hope that the crews in surrounding tanks would see
him. Prior to an attack, the command “Follow my lead!” was
issued. It is not clear what action was supposed to have been
taken if the lead tank was knocked out.
According to German eye-witnesses, Russian tanks
frequently attacked “in a lock” moving straight ahead
as if afraid to venture of the forward path. They were slow
to return ire, especially if they were ired on from
the lanks, while at times they did not open
ire at all, thus not having determined
who was iring at them and from
which direction.
Not all German tanks were
fitted with radio
transmitters. The majority
only had receivers.
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031A
BP

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

031A

External fuel tank 3 upper half

1

031B

External fuel tank 3 lower half

1

031C

Cradle

1

BP

1.7 × 4mm screw

6 + 2*

3

Fit the assembled fuel tank to the two sockets at the
rear right of the upper hull (012A), ensuring that the
filler cap and handle are at the top. Fix with two BP
screws from inside the upper hull.

* includes spares

031C

BP

BP

031B

1

Fit the cradle (031C) to the lower half of the external
fuel tank 3 (031B), ensuring that the two screw posts
fit into the recesses in the horizontal channel. Fix from
inside with two BP screws.

012A
031A

031B
BP

BP

031C

2

Fit the upper half of the external fuel tank 3 (031A)
over the lower half (031B), ensuring that the filler cap
is at the top, closest to the cradle handle. Fix with two
BP screws through the back.
031B

BP

BP

031A

4
2

This is how the upper hull looks
when the external fuel tank 3
has been fitted.
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STEP 32

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The machine gun armament of the T-34 and T-34-85 tanks consisted of two model
DT 1929 machine guns, one of which was coaxially paired with the gun. The other –
the general-purpose machine gun – was mounted in the upper frontal hull plate.

T

he DT general-purpose machine gun was mounted
to the right of the driver in a special ball secured
in the socket attached to the upper bow plate
of the tank hull. The ball in the socket of the armour
plate was secured in such a manner that the machine
gun – in operation – could be turned in several directions.
Furthermore, the system could be rapidly and reliably

stowed: the machine gun was inserted into the ball socket
and secured by rotating the handle of the clamping ring.
From mid-1942, the barrel of the machine gun was
itted with an armoured cover (with the exception of tanks
produced at the Stalingrad Tractor Factory). A permanent
dioptric sight and front sight were used for targetting.

In 1945, the general-purpose
machine gun was fitted with
a PPU-8T optical telescopic
sight for targetted fire.
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032B
032D
032C

032A

032G

032F

032E

HM

LM

BP

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

032A

Machine-gun mantlet

1

032B

Outer machine-gun mounting plate

1

032C

Inner machine-gun mounting plate

1

032D

Machine-gun ball mount

1

032E

DT 7.62mm machine-gun

1

032F

Machine-gun magazine drum

1

032G

Machine-gun cover

1

HM

2.0 × 4mm screw

2 + 1*

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

2 + 1*

BP

1.7 × 4mm screw

3 + 1*

3

Place the machine-gun mantlet (032A) over the outer
machine-gun mounting plate (032B), then fit the
machine-gun ball mount (032D) from the inside into the
screw post on the mantlet. Ensure that the tab at the top of the
mount locates. Fix with a BP screw. (See also step 5.)

032B

032D

032A
BP

* includes spares

1

Fit the machine-gun cover (032G) to the front left
underside of the upper hull (012A) and fix with two
LM screws.

4

032C

Fit the inner machine-gun mounting plate (023C)
over the ball mount and fix with two BP screws to
the outer machine-gun mounting plate (023B).

012A

032B
032G

BP
LM

BP

LM

032C

2

Clip the tab on the outer machine-gun mounting
plate (032B) into the slot in the underside of the
machine-gun cover (032G) and fix with two HM
screws into the upper hull (012A).
032G

5

Push the machine-gun magazine
drum (032F) on to the notched
pin on the top of the DT 7.62mm
machine-gun (032E). Then slide the
machine-gun barrel through the ball mount
(032D) from the inside so that the barrel
protrudes from the outside of the mantlet
(032A).
032D
032A
032F

032E

032E

HM HM

012A
032B

032E

2

3

